
 

 

 

 Teasing or bullying students  

 Acting in a silly manner or “goofing off” 

 Not showing up for an assigned post 

 Failure to notify sponsors of a planned absence from 

an assigned post 

 Repeatedly showing up late for an assigned post 

 Talking on post instead of paying attention to traffic 

or approaching students 

 Using poor judgment on post with regards to traffic 

and safety 

 Being bossy to students or staff 

 Being disrespectful to students or staff 

 Socializing with other safety patrols during hallway 

arrival time/DEAR time 

 Touching another student for any reason other than 

safety 

 Wearing inappropriate attire that keeps student 

from performing duties (e.g., no winter coat during 

cold weather) 

 

 



 

 

Parent Notification of Safety Patrol Violation 

Date:  September 4, 2015 
 

Dear Parent/Guardian, 
 

I regret to inform you that Billy  has received a strike for not displaying the valued 

characteristics of a Bannockburn Safety Patrol.  Safety patrols are expected to 
display responsible behavior while on duty and be a role model for Bannockburn 
Elementary School students.  That was not the case today and corrective action is 
being taken.  The following behavior and/or reasons were given to warrant the 
strike: 
 

At morning post, Billy was socializing, goofing off, and generally 
not paying attention to approaching students that were walking to 
closely to the curb.  The crossing guard had to speak to Billy twice 
about his behavior, but he continued to disregard her warnings.    
 

This is the first  strike received by your child.  Receiving three strikes is grounds for 

dismissal.  Please encourage your child to reflect on his or her behavior and strive to 
improve. 
 
Please return the bottom portion of this form as acknowledgment and so that your 
student may resume their safety patrol duties. 
 
Thank you, 
Annette Seiler & Maura Cromwell 
AAA Safety Patrol Sponsors 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
I received notice of __________________________’s behavior and am aware that 
this may impact his/her ability to perform his/her safety patrol duties.  I 
understand that each student is only allowed three strikes. 
 
Parent/Guardian Signature: __________________________________________________ 
 


